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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we define a pair algebra as an abstract mathematical 
system and develop its formal properties. Pair algebras have a potential 
wide range of applications and are particularly well suited for the study 
of the nature of functional mappings. In this study, we apply pair 
algebra, to stl~ctural problems in Automata or Sequential Machine 
Theory. 
In Section II, we define a pair algebra and develop some of its prop- 
erties. An abstract approach is taken in order to gain unity and eon- 
eiseness in exposition. As the paper unfolds and applications are drawn 
from a variety of specific pair algebras, the reader should appreciate 
further the value of this approach and the basic unity of all the results. 
In the first part of Section III, we give the basic definitions for maehine 
deeomposition a d we summarize the results obtained by partition pair 
analyses (Stearns and Hartmanis, 1961; Hartmanis and Stearns, 1963; 
Hartmanis, 1962). In addition to providing some results needed later, we 
hope to bring out the similarities between the new and old results, as 
underscored by the pair algebra pproach. In the last part of Seetion III, 
we define set systems and several pair algebras formed by set systems 
that are used in the study of maehine structure. Set systems differ from 
partitions in that they may have overlapping blocks (or subsets). This 
generalization yields a systematic way of enlarging a machine by adding 
redundant states (state splitting) to obtain deeompositions or other 
desired realizations that cannot be detected by partition pair algebra. 
The last section shows that all the results obtained by means of set sys- 
tems apply equally well to machines with "don't care" conditions. 
* Presented at the Fifth Annual Symposium on Switching Circuit Theory 
and Logical Design, Princeton, New Jersey, 1964. 
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I I .  PAIP~ ALGEBRA 
The object of this section is to establish a basic mathematical frame- 
work, once and for all, that may be applied to a variety of special situa- 
tions. When different interpretations of the pair algebra are given in 
later sections, the abstract heorems in this section will translate into 
more practical results requiring no further proof. Thus the initial ab- 
stract approach is justified by later economies and brings out the unify- 
~ng principles behind a variety of different results. 
Our initial definitions and results are given in terms of finite lattices, 
although all of these results are easily extended to infinite complete 
lattices that satisfy the chain condition. The lattice operations of g.l.b. 
and 1.u.b. are denoted by " . "  and "-+-," respectively, and the zero and 
identity elements are denoted by "0" and "I ." 
DEFINITION 1. Let Lt and L2 be finite lattices. Then a subset A of 
L1 X L2 is a pair algebra on L~ X L2 if and only if the two following 
postulates hold: 
P1. (x~, yl) and @2, y2) in A implies that (x~.x2, y~'y2) and (x,~ + x2, 
Yl + y2) are in a. 
P2. For any x in L~ and y in L2, (x, I) and (0, y) are in A. 
Thus a pair algebra is a binary relation on L~ × L2 which is closed 
under component-wise operations (P~) and contains all the elements 
specified by P2 • 
The reader familiar with (Stearns and Hartmanis, 1961) or (Hart- 
manis and Stearns, 1963) will recall that the set of partition pairs on a 
completely specified sequential machine M forms a pair algebra, where 
the lattices L~ and L2 are both identical to the partition lattice on the set 
of states of M. The same reader should recognize that the set of I -S 
pairs, the set of S-O pairs, and the set of I-O pairs are also pair algebras. 
LEMMA 1. I f  A is a pair algebra on L~ × L~ and (x, y) is in A, then 
x' <= x and y <<_ y' implies that (x', y), (x, y') and (x', y') are in A. 
PROOF: By P2, (x', I) is in A. By P~, (x', I) and (x, y) in A ~mplies 
that 
(x'.x, I .y )  = (x', y) is in A. 
The other two cases follow by a similar argument. 
Thus, if a pair is in the pair algebra A on L~ × L2, we ca~ obtain 
another pair by replacing the first component by a smaller element 
and/or the second component by a larger element. The next definition 
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will characterize the largest possible first component of a pair in A and 
the smallest possible second component. 
DEFI~:ITIO~- 2. Let A be a pair algebra on L1 X L~. For x in L1 we 
define 
m(x) = ~I  {Y~ [ (x, yi) in A}. 
For y in L2 we define 
M(y)  = ~ {x, [ (xi, y) in A}. 
DEFINITION 3. For (x, y) and (x', y') in LI × L~ we define 
(z, y) _-< (x', y') 
if and only if 
x-< x' in L~ and y_-< y~inL: .  
DEFINITION 4. An element (x, y) in a pair algebra A is called an Mm 
pair if and only if 
y = rn(x) and x = M(y).  
THEOeE~'~ 1. I f  k is a pair algebra, then: 
(i) [M(y), y] and [x, re(x)] are in A; 
(ii) xl >= x~ implies that re(x1) >= re(x2); 
(iii) m(x~ + x2) = m(xQ + m(x2); 
(iv) m(x~.x~) _-< m(xl).m(x~); 
(v) y >= re(x) if and only if ix, y) in A; 
(vi) yz > y2 implies that M(y~) ~ M(y2); 
(vii) M(y~ ÷ y2) _-> M(y~) ÷ M(y2); 
(viii) M(y~.y~_) = M(yl) .M(y2);  
(ix) x <-_ M(y)  if and only if (x, y) in A; 
(x) M[m(x)] >= x; 
(xi) m[M(y)] <= y; 
(xii) M{m[M(y)]} = M(y);  
(xiii) mIM[m(x)]} = mix); 
(xiv) {M(y), m[M(y)]} and {M[m(x)], m(x)} are Mm pairs in A. 
(xv) ~f (xl , yi) and (x2 , y2) are Mm pairs of A, then 
xl ~ x2 if and only if yl =< y2 ; 
(xvi) the set of Mm pairs o.f A .forms a lattice in which 
4ss  ,ART~A~-,S A~,  ST~AR~S 
g.i.b. {@1, Yl), (x2, y~)} = [(x,'x2), m(xl'x2)] 
l.u.b. {(x,, yi), (x2, y2)} = [M(yl + y~), @1 ~- y2)]. 
PROOF : 
(i) Follows directly from Definitions 1 and 2. 
(if) By (i), Ix1, re(x1)] is in A and hence xl > x2 implies (Lemma l) 
that Ix2, m(xl)] is in A. Therefore, (Definition 2) 
m(xl) ~ re(z2). 
(iii) Since 
Xl~-X2 > Xl and xl~-x2 => x2, 
part (if) implies that 
m(xl + x2) ~ re(x1) and re(x1 + x2) > m(x2) 
and thus 
m(xl + z~.) > m(x~) + m(x~). 
From (i) we know that 
[xl, re(x1)] and Ix2, m(x2)] in A. 
Therefore, (P1) 
[xl + x2, re(x1) + re(x2)] in A 
and thus (Definition 2) 
re(x1 + x2) < m(xl) + m(x~). 
Combining the two inequalities, we obtain 
m(xl + x2) = m(xl) + re(x2). 
(iv) Since 
x~.x2 ~ xl omd x~.x2 <= x2 
we know from (if) that 
m(xl.x2) < re(x1) and m(xl.x2) <= m(x2). 
Therefore, 
m(xl.x~) < m(xl).m(x~). 
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(v) Since [x, m(x)] is in A by (i), y >= m(x) implies by Lemma 1 
that (x, y) is in A. If (x, y) is in A then by Definition 2, y > re(x). 
(vi)-( ix) Follow by similar arguments. 
(x)-(xiv) Follow by straightforward arguments. 
(xv) The condition x~ =< x2 implies re(x1) <- m(x2) by (ii) and, 
therefore, yl = y2 since y~ = m(x~) and y~ = re(x2). Similarly, yl =< y2 
implies x~ =< x2. 
(×vi) If (x~, y~) and (x2, y2) are Mm pairs then by (iii), 
[M(yi + y2), y~ + y21 = {M[m(x~ + x2)], m(x~ + x2)} 
is an Mm pair. Since y~ + y2 is the 1.u.b. of y~ and y2, and by (xv) either 
component determines the ordering of the Mm pairs, we have that 
1.u.b. {(x~, y~), (x2, y2)} -- [M(y~ -}- y2), y~ + y2]. 
By a similar argument using (viii), we conclude that 
g.l.b. {(z,, yl), (x2, y2)} - -  [Xl*X2, Tt~(X]'Z2)]. 
COROLLARY 1. I f  A i8 a pair algebra on L X L, then 
I = {x ~ L i ra (x )  <- x <= M(x)} 
is a sublattice of L. 
PROOF: Let x~ and x2 be such that re(x,) <= x~ <= M(x~) and re(x2) <= 
x2 <= M(x:).  Then, 
re(x1) + m(x2) <= xl + x2 <= M(xl)  + M(x2) 
and 
m(xl).m(x2) <= xl.xo_ <= M(xl ) .M(x: ) .  
From this, by Theorem 1, parts (iii), (iv), (vii), and (viii), we have 
m(x~ + x~) < x~ + x~ < M(x~ + x~), 
and 
m(xl.x2) <= xl.xo. 6 M(x,.z:~). 
This shows that 1 is closed under 1.u.b. and g.l.b, operations and is thus 
a sublattice of L. 
If zX is the pair algebra of all partition pairs on a sequential machine M, 
the lattice 1 consists of all the partitions with the substitution property 
which are related to homomorphisms and play an important role in the 
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decomposition theory of sequential machines. (See Hartmanis, 1962). 
If A is defined on L X L let 
rot(x) = re(z) and ink(x) = m[m~-~(x)] 
for k > 1. Similarly define powers of M(y) .  
COROLLARY 2. I f  A is a pair algebra on L X L then, 
ink(x) = 0 if and only if x <= M~(O). 
PROOF: If ink(x) = 0, then 
M~(0) = M~[rak(x)] >= Mk- l [m~'- l (x) ]  > . . .  >= z,  
using the relation (Theorem 1 (x)) 
M[m(x)] > x. 
Conversely, 
x < Mk(0) implies by a similar argument 
(using Theorem t (xi)) 
that 
m~(x) _< m~[IW(0)] -<_ 0, 
which completes the proof. 
III. APPLICATION TO SEQUENTIAL MACHINES 
A. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we shall investigate some of the applications of pair 
algebra to sequential machines. 
We recall the definition of a sequential machine. 
DEFI.XIT~ON 5. A (Mealy type) sequential machine M is a quintuplet, 
M = (S, I, 0, X,~) 
where 
(i) S is a finite nonempty set of states; 
(ii) I is a finite nonempty set of inputs; 
(iii) 0 is a finite nonempty set of outputs; 
(iv) X: I × S --* S is the state transition function; 
(v) /5:1 )4 S --~ 0 is the output function. 
All results in this paper apply equally well to the ease of a Moore 
machine, but we shall make no more reference to this fact. 
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DEFINITION- 6. A machine, 
! 
M' = (S', I', 0', x, y) ,  
is a submachine of the machine 
M = (S , I ,O ,x ,~)  
if and only if 
S'CS, I'C__I, O'CO 
X' = X restricted to I' X S' 
and 3' = 3 restricted to I' X S'. 
Dt~FINITION 7. A machine, 
/ 
M' = (S', I', 0', X, ~'), 
is said to be a homomorphie image of the machine, 
M = (S , / ,  0, x, 3), 
if and only if there exist three many-one mappings 
H1 : S --+ S' 
H2 : I --+ I '  
H3 : 0 ~ O' 
such that 
and 
H,[x(a, s)] = X'[H:(a), H~(s)] 
491 
H3[~(a, s)] = ¢3'[H2(a), Hl(s)]. 
DEFINITION 8. We shall say that M1 realizes the state behavior of 
M.. if and only if M2 is isomorphic to a submachine of M1. 
DEFINITION 9. We shall say that ~l//j realizes M2 if and only if the 
reduced form of M: is a homomorphie image of a submachine of MI .  
The distinction between the two types of realizations was already dis- 
cussed in (Hartmanis and Stearns, 1962), where it was shown that the 
state behavior realization of M can be restrictive and that the most 
economical realizations of a machine need not be state behavior ealiza- 
tions. Later in this paper, we shall use a new pair algebra that enables 
us to find some of these other realizations. 
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B. PARTITION PAIRS 
In this section, we give the basic definitions for machine decomposition 
and summarize the results of (Stearns and Hartmanis, 1961) and 
(Hartmanis and Stearns, 1963). In addition to providing some results 
needed later, we hope to bring out the similarities between the new and 
old results, as underscored by the pair algebra approach. 
DEFINITmN 10. The serial connection of two machines 
~]/J[1 ~--- (S1, I1, 01, )kt, ~1) and M~, = (S.~. I~, 02, X:. B~) 
for which 
is the machine 
where 
01 ~ I2 
M = ($1 X S:,  l l .  0~, X, 2) 
X[a, (s, t)l = {Xl(a, s), x2[Ch(a, s), t]} 
X[(a, b), (s, t)] = [Xl(a, s), X2(b, t)] 
fl[(a, b), (s, t)] = [ill(a, s), ~(b, /)1. 
DEFINITION 12. An ordered pair of partitions (~r, r) defined on the 
set of states of M = (S, I, 0, X, ~) is a partition pair on M if and only if 
s - t (~) 
implies that for all a in I, 
and 
where 
and 
Na, (s, t)] = M~i(a, ~), t]. 
DEFINITION 11. The parallel connection of two machines 
2111 = ($1, I1, 01, Xl, ~i) and 312 = ($2, I2, 0.~. X~, ~:.) 
is the machine 
M = ($1 X $2, I1 X I2, 01 ) 02, X, ~), 
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x(a, s) - X(a, t) (~); 
[s ------ t (Tr) means that s and l are in the same block of r]. 
THEOREM 2. The set of all partition pairs on M = (S, I, O, X, ~) 
forms a p.a., f~, on L × L, where L is the lattice of all partitions on the 
set S. 
COROLLARY 3. The set of partitions on S of M 
forms a sublattice of the lattice of all partitions on S. 
Note that such partitions were first defined on sequential machines 
in (Hartmanis, 1960) and they are referred to as partitions with the 
substitution property (S. P.). 5,f. Yoeli has referred to these partitions 
as "admissible partitions" in his papers on machine decomposition 
(Yoeli, 1961). As the next theorem shows, they play a dominant role 
in the study of machine decomposition. 
THEOREM 3. The state behavior of M can be realized by a serial connec- 
tion of two smallvr machines M1 and M2 i f  and only i f  there exists a non- 
trivial S. P. partition ~ on S of M. (By nontrivial, we mean 0 ~ ~ ~ I .)  
THEOREM 4. The state behavior of A~ can be realized by a parallel con- 
nection of two smaller machines 11/[~ and J]/12 if  and only ~f there exists two 
nontrivial S. P. partitions, ~1 and ~2 , on S of M such that 
71"1"71" 2 -~- 0. 
The proof of these results is given in (Hartmanis, 1962). 
The use of partition pairs in the study of sequential machines is 
illustrated in (Stearns and Hartmanis, 1961; Hartmanis and Stearns, 
1963; Hartmanis, 1962). 
C. SET SYSTEMS 
In this section, we define set systems and apply them to the study of 
sequential machines. Set systems differ from partitions in that they may 
have overlapping blocks. In the analyses of machines, these overlapping 
blocks of a set system will be utilized to systematically enlarge machines 
(by state splitting) in order to obtain desired realizations that cannot 
be detected by partition pair algebra. 
DEFINITION 13. A collection of distinct subsets .~ = {S~} of the set 
S is a set system if and only if 
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(i) US~ = S; 
(ii) S~ ___ S~ implies a = ¢~. 
Thus a set system, ~, subdivides S into subsets so that every ele- 
ment of S is contained in at least one subset (or block) of ~ and no proper 
containment exists between the blocks of 9. If {Sd is any collection of 
subsets of a finite set S, then let 
Max { S~:} 
designate the set consisting of those sets in {S¢} that. are not properly 
contained in any other set of {Sd. 
DEHNITION 14. If ~1 and ~2 are set systems on S then 
= qc2 
if and only if every block of ;1 is contained in a block of ~2. 
LEMMA 2. The set L of all set systems on a set S .forms a distributive 
lattice unde~ ° the ordering of Definition 14. 
P~OOF: I t  is easily seen that 
~.~' Max {B f'l B' [ B in ~o and B' " '~ 
+~ = Max {B IB in~orB in~'}  
and that these operations are distributive. 
We shall now define a p.a. on the lattice of set systems associated 
with a sequential maehine M. 
DEFINITIOX 15. The pair (~,, ~') of set systems on the set of states of 
M = (S, I ,  0, X, fl) is a systems pair on/ I f  if and only if B in ; implies 
that 
X(a, B) = {sl s = X(a, t), t i~, B} c B' 
for some in . 
THEOREM 5. The .set k of all systems pairs on S of M is a pair algebra 
on L X L (where L is the lattice oJ Lemma 2). 
PROOF: Let (~,, ~,') and (~,  .~2') be in A. If B ~ ~.~_ then BC 
B~ ~ vl and B c B2 C ~_~. But then for all a in I ,  
X(a, B) ~ X(a, B1) N X(a, B2) ___ B'  C ~('.~2'. 
i f) 
Thus (~,-~2, 9 , '~  is in h. If B in ~1 + 9~, then BCB1 ~ 9~ 
or B c B= ~ ~.  Therefore 
X(a,B) ~X(a ,  B1) or X(a, B2) and X(a ,B)___B '~ I '+~' .  
fichus (91 -~- ~2,  {#1' + ~2 I) is in A. 
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Finally, (~, I )  and (0, ~) are obviously in A since they trivially satisfy 
the pair conditions. Thus A is a pair algebra. 
The preceding theorem immediately guarantees that all the previously 
derived results for pair algebras (Theorem 1, Lemma 1, and Corollaries 
1 and 2) hold for pair systems on any machine M. Our next theorem 
shows how certain elements of A can be used to study machine decom- 
position in a way similar to the use of S. P. partitions. The set systems 
approach is, however, more powerful than the partition approach since it 
will show how to enlarge machines to get nontrivial decompositions 
that cannot be detected by means of partitions on M. 
Note: The computation of m(~) can be carried out as follows: 
1. For each set B~ of ~ and input a in I, compute 
X(a, B~) = B~,a = {sj C S ] sj = X(a, t), t ~ B,}; 
thus the set B~,~ is the set onto which B~ is mapped by the input a. 
2. = Max {BL}. 
If ~ is a set system (s.s.) on S of M, then let 
[ ~ [ denote the number of blocks in ~, 
and let 
~[ ~ ] denote the number of states in the largest block of ~. 
THEOaE~a 6. Let M be a sequential machine and ~ a s.s. on S of M such 
that 
< 
Then M can be realized as a serial connection of two machines 
M~ and M2, 
where M1 has [ ¢ [ states and Mu has# I ~ [ states. 
PROOF: The condition 
re(C) < 
implies that states contained in the same block are again mapped into a 
common block (not necessarily unique as in the case of S.P. partitions 
when the blocks do not overlap). Thus the set system can be used to 
define a machine M~ whose states are the blocks of ¢ and whose transi- 
tions are defined by the state transitions of M (if they are not unique, 
any of the possible choices can be used). 
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The machine M2 is designed to distinguish between the states in a 
block of ~ using I2 = I × S~ as inputs. Such a machine can always be 
designed by assigning one element of some~ ] ~ I element set to distin- 
guish a given state of M for each block of ~ (state of M1) and then 
assigning the appropriate transition for each input in /2 = I X $1. 
To calculate this appropriate transition, one looks at the present state 
of M~ (which is part of the input), determines the present state of M, 
the next states of M and M1, and then chooses a transition of M2 
into that state which distinguishes the next state of M among those 
states (of M) in the next state of M1 (block of ~). The serial connection 
of M~ and Ms obviously realizes M and the proof is complete. A shorter 
proof can be made later by combining Theorems 3 and 7. 
A related result about state splitting using graph techniques i given 
in (Kohavi, 1964). See also (Ginzburg and Yoeli, 1963) for other 
results. 
Example. Consider machine A of Fig. 1. It is easily verified that. this 
machine has S.P. set system (i.e., m(~) = ~) 
{0, 1, 2, 3; 3, 4, 5, 6i. 
Let us construct a serial decomposition of A based on this set system ~. 
First, we construct a front machine A~ with states {A, B} correspond- 
ing to the blocks of ~. In this particular case, A~ is uniquely determined 
and is shown in Fig. 2. 
To build a tail machine A2, we know that we need #I ~ I = 4 states 
so we choose $2 = {a, b, c, d}. Next, for each state s of A and each block 
of ~ (state of A~) containing s, we need at least one element of $2 to 
0 ! 
I 3 6 
2 0 4 
3 I 3 
4 
5 
6 2 
FIG. 1 
F ie .  1. Mach ine  A 
0 I 
h 
FIG. 2 
FIG. 2. Mach ine  A1 . S ta te  A = {0, 1, 2, 31 and B = 13, 4, 5, 61 
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(A,o 
(A,b 
(A,C 
O,A I,A O,B I,B (A,d 
(B,c 
, a l c l  a l c l  (B,b 
(B,a 
FIG. 3 
FIG. 3. Machine A2 
Fm. 4. Machine A' 
0 I 
0 2 ~ 
I 3 6 
2 0 4 
3 I 3 
3" I 3 
4 0 
5 3 
6 2 
FIG. 4 
distinguish s. This is easily done by writing a table where each row de- 
signates a block of ~, each column represents a state of A2, and each 
entry states the state of A (if any) in the corresponding block of 
which is distinguished by the corresponding column. The particular 
table we have chosen is 
a b c d 
A 0 1 2 3 
B 6 5 4 3 
The transitions for A2 can now be computed as described in the last 
proof and the result is shown in Fig. 3. Machines A1 and A2 together 
define machine A' of Fig. 4. Machine A' is a "split" version A and set 
system ~ now corresponds to S.P. partition 
~-= {0, l, 2, 3; 3', 4, 5, 6/. 
Note that the table we made to distinguish states can now be used to 
tell which states of A is the image of a given pair of states of A1 and A2. 
If the blocks of ~ were not all the same size, some table entries would 
be repeated or left blank. 
We shall now show directly how to minimally expand a machine M for 
which m(.~) -<_ ~, so that the expanded machine M' has a S.P. partition, 
which reduces to ~ under state reduction of M' to M. 
DEFINITION 16. Let 7rR map S onto S', ~rR:S ~ S'. Then the image of 
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the system e on S is the system .~1 on S t, given by 
t = Max  {Bi t t B ti = ~rR(B~), Bi  in ~}. 
In  our applications, 7r, will be a partit ion oil S and S' will consist of 
the blocks of 7rR. Thus, 7rR will map S onto the equivalence classes under 
71" R , 
DEFINITION 17. If ~ is a system on S = {s~, s2, • • • , s~}, then the 
multiplicity of the element s~ in f is one less than the number of blocks 
of f that  contain s~. We denote the multiplicity of s~ in ¢ by/c~. 
THEORE~ 7. Let M be an n-state machine and let ~ be s.s. on S such 
that m(~) <= ~. Then there exists a 
N = n+k~q- t~2+ . . .  q -k~ 
state machine M '  with S.P. partitions ~r and ~ such that ~a maps M '  onto 
M and ~r onto ~. 
PROOF: Replace the state s~ (i = 1, 2, • • • n) in those blocks of ~ in 
(0) (1) 8~ ]vl), respectively. To each block B of which it appears by s~ , s~ , . . .  
now corresponds a block B '  of  the partit ion ~r on 
S'  = {s~) l l  _< i_< n, 0 -< /~ _-< /c d.  
To construct he state transitions of M ~ we proceed as follows. For B 
in ~ we choose a C in ~ such that  
Then for sl z) in B '  let 
where 
Finally, 
X(a, B)  C C. 
)tl[a~ (1) A(m) 
s i  ] ~ ~j 
(,.) C/. s~ C 
3'[a, s~ ~)] -- 3(a, si). 
Clearly, the partition, 7rR, on S' such that  
has S.P. on M '  and maps 
M'  onto M. 
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0 I 
0 I 0 I 
B B 
FIG. 5 FIG. 6 
Fro. 5 Mach ine  B 
0 J 0 I 
2 '  2 ' 2 
2 ~ 2 ~ 2 
5 I 
FIG. 7 
Fig. 6. The two e-images of machine B. State A = {1, 2} and B = {2, 3} 
FIG. 7. The machines B' and B 
Also the part i t ion 7r has S.P. on M '  and 
7r~ maps ~r onto ~ of M 
as was to be shown. 
Our next example will i l lustrate the nonuniqueness of the ~-image of 
M, as discussed in Theorem 6. 
Consider machine B in Fig. 5. 
The set system 
is such that  
= {1,2 ;2 ,3}  
m(~) -< 
and we can apply Theorem 6. 
Note that  {1, 2} is mapped by "0" onto {2}, which is contained in 
either block of ~ and thus the ~-image of B is not unique. Figure 6 shows 
the two w-images of B. 
In  constructing the machine B '  we obtain 
S '= {1 ,2 ,2 ' ,3}  and {1, 2} -+ {1, 2}, {2, 3} -~ {2', 3}. 
We can choose 
X'(0, 1) = X ' (0 ,2)  = 2 orX ' (0 ,  1) = X ' (0 ,2)  = 2'. 
The two resulting machines are shown in Fig. 7. 
Using Theorems 4 and 7 or by a direct proof similar to the proof of 
Theorem 6, we can derive our next result. 
TIaEOREM 8. Let ~1 and ~2 be s.s. on M such that 
m(~l )  _-< ~1, m(~)  _-< ~2 and  ,~.~ = 0. 
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Then M can be realized by a parallel connection of two machines, ]41 and 
312, where M1 is a ~,-image and M2 is ~-image of M, having I ~1 I and 
1~21 states, respectively. 
Example. Consider the machine C of Fig. 8. For this machine the two 
s.s. systems 
~1 = {1 ,2 ,3 ;3 ,4 ,5} ,  ~2= {1, 5 ;2 ,4 ;3} ,  
satisfy Theorem 8. 
The expanded machine is shown in Fig. 9. On this machine the 
partitions 
~ = {1, 2, 3; 3', 4, 5}, ~2 = {1, 5; 2,---~; 3, 3'} 
~re S.P. partitions ~nd by Theorem 4 yield ~ p~rallel decomposition of
C'. 
I t  should be observed that Theorem 8 is not as strong as the corre- 
sponding theorem for the realization of the state behavior of M. More 
specifically one can construct a machine M with S.P. set systems 
~ and ~2 such that ~'~2 > 0; 
but after the states of M are split, the corresponding S.P. partitions ~a 
and ~r2 are such that ~rl" ~2 = 0, and thus lead to a paral]el decomposition 
of M'.  
Also going by ~R from M'  to M, a p~rtition ~ on M'  may result in a 
triviM ~ or in ~ ~ that h~s fewer blocks than ~r since we applied the "~[ax" 
operator in computing ~. Still, in this ease the result c~n be sharpened to 
an "if and only if" result if we limit the number of states of the com- 
ponent m~chines. 
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COROLLARY 4. Let M be an (reduced) n-state machine. Then M can be 
realized by a serial connection of two machines, M1 and M2 , each having 
fewer than n-states, if and only if there exists a nontrivial s.s. ~ such that 
re(p) =<g, and [~1 <n.  
PROOF: If a nontrivial ~ is given such that m(~) -< ~ and I ~ I < n, 
then by Theorem 7 there exists a serial decomposition of M into two 
machines, each having fewer than n-states. 
If M'  realizes M and M' is a serial connection of two machines each 
having fewer states than M, then by Theorem 3 there exists an S.P. 
partition 7r on M' such that I 7r ], #17r! < n and a partition ~rR that re- 
duces M' to M. Since no block of 7r contains n-states, 7rR maps 7r onto 
¢ I. Since 7r has less than n blocks, 7rR maps 7r onto ~ ¢ 0, and thus 
there exists a nontrivial ~. Clearly m(~) _-< ~ and we have completed 
our proof. 
We shall now apply the previously developed concepts to study feed- 
back and canonical forms of sequential machines. We first introduce a
new p.a., A/, which will play an important role in this study. 
DEFINITION 18. Given M = (S, I, O, X, ~) and a function f, 
let the set systems pair 
if and only if 
CC_B,  
implies that 
f : I  X S---~ U, 
(f, ~') be in Af 
B in~,  and f(a, s) = f(a, t) for al ls,  t inC  
X(a, C) c B' for some B' in ~o'. 
LEMMA 3. The set Af is a pair algebra. 
PROOF: The elements of AI satisfy P1 and P2 of Definition 1. 
Again the m and M operators in Af on M have a simple intuitive 
interpretation and will be used to formulate and solve a number of 
problems. For a given set system 9, the operator m (9) yields the smallest 
system (largest amount of information) that can be computed about 
the state of M after one operation, if we know only some block of 
that contained the previous state of M, the input, and the f value. 
Similarly the M operator gives for a given ~, the largest system M(9)  
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(least amount of information) from which the block of ~ containing the 
present state of M can be computed if we know the block of M(~) that 
contained the state of M, the input, and the f value. 
LEM•A 4. Let M be a reduced machine. Then the state of M is only a 
function of the last n inputs and the last n values of f i f  and only i f  
(i) m"(I) = 0 in A: ,  
or 
(ii) Mn(O) = I in A:. 
PROOF: The conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent in any pair al- 
gebra by Corollary 2 and thus we only have to show that (i) holds. 
From the definition we know that, if mS( I )  = 0, then from any input 
~sequenee of length n and the corresponding n values of f, we can com- 
pute the state of M. If 
ran(I) = ~ > O, 
then there exist two states, s and t, and an input sequence x~x2 . . .  x~ 
such that this input sequence transfers into s' and t into t', s' ~ t', 
and the corresponding f sequences are identical for both transitions. 
Thus the state of M is not a function of only the last n inputs and f 
values. 
The next result is a slight generalization of Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 5. Let M be a reduced machine. Then m~(I )  = ~ in A / i f  and 
only i f  there exists a function of the last n inputs and last n values of f 
which selects a set of ~ that contains the state of M.  
PROOF: Similar to the previous proof. 
DEFINITION 19. The reduced machine M has a realization using f, 
f: I >< S --+ U, as feedback if and only if, for some n, the state of M is a 
function of the last n inputs and f values (see Figs. 10 mad 11). 
THEOREm 9. For a reduced sequential machine M, the .following three 
statements are equivalent: 
1. 3/[ can be realized using f for feedbactc; 
2. m~( I )  = 0 in  Af ; 
3. M~(O) = I in Af . 
PROOF : M can be realized using f for feedback if and only if the state 
of M is a function of the last n inputs and last n values of f for some fixed 
n. This is equivalent by Lemma 4 to 
m'~(I) = 0 in n s . 
By Corollary 2, condition 2 is equivalent to condition 3. 
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FIG. 10. A cano~qcal form of the realization of Musing f for feedback. 
INPUT :~ ~ "OUTPUT 
Fro. 11. A schematic representation of the realization of M using f for feedback. 
If there is no feedback (f -- constant) then Af is the algebra A of set 
systems pairs on M and we get 
COROLLARY 5. The following three conditions are equivalent for an 
n-state reduced machine M: 
1. M has a feedback free realization; 
2. m'~(I) = 0 in zX; 
3. M~(O) = I in 4. 
Because M~(0) in A is the same as Mk(0) in ft, then Corollary 5 
is also true when zX is replaced by ft. This final form is in fact Corollary 
3 of (I-Iartmanis and Stearns, 1963). 
Example. Consider machine D of Fig. 12. 
In this case we let f = t3. Then 
m(I )  = I1, 2, 3; 3, 4, 5} > m2(I) = 13, 4; 1, 2, 3; 3, 5} > m3(I) 
= {2,3 ;3 ,4 ;1 ,3 ;5}  > m4(I) --- {2, 3;-1;-4;51 > m~(I) --= O, 
from which we conclude that D can be realized by a five-stage realiza- 
tion using its output for feedback. 
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Fro. 12. Machine D 
If a machine M cannot be realized in a feedback free form, then it is 
of interest sometimes to determine what is the fewest state machine M2, 
which can be connected in series to a feedback free machine 341 to realize 
3/[. We can think of this as storing the last k inputs (say, in a shift 
register) in order to reduce the number of states in the tail machine 
M2 that will contain all the feedback of the system. Problems of this 
type using realizations of the state behavior of M have been discussed in 
(Hartmanis and Stearns, 1963). The next theorem is a generalization 
of Corollary 4 of (Hartmanis and Stearns, 1963). An approach to these 
problems not using the pair algebra concept appears in (McCluskey, 
1963). 
TgEOREM 10. Given a reduced machine 34 .for which I > re( I )  > 
mS(I)  > . • - > mk ( I ) = m~+~ ( I ) = ~ in ~, M can be realized by a serial 
connection of a (k-stage) feedback free machine M~ and a #l ¢ l state 
machine 3/[2 ; and no fewer state machine, M2' exists that can be connected 
to a feedback free machine, M~ ~, to realize M.  
PROOF: Since ~ is such that 
m(~) < ~, 
it defines a q image of M, say, 3I~. For M~ we have 
ink(I) = ~(=0 on S' of M~) 
and thus M~ is feedback free. The largest block of ~ contains #! ~1 
states and we know that there exists a #1 ~[ state machine, M2,  which 
does this (see Theorem 6). To see that no fewer state machine can be 
used, observe that if B in ~ and I B I = #{ ~o I, then by definition of me( I )  
there exists an input sequence of arbitrary length that transforms #t ~ I 
distinct starting states of M onto the states of B. Thus, since M is re- 
duced, none of these states can be equivalent and we need an #[ ¢ [ state 
machine to distinguish them. 
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FIG. 13. The realization for M of Theorem 11 
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T~EOREM 11. The reduced machine M for which 
I > m( I )  > . . .  > m~(I) = mk+~(I) = ~ in A~, 
can be realized by a #[ ~ i state machine, M~ , whose inputs are the last k-in- 
puts and last k-outputs of this machine, and no fewer state machine can 
be used in such a realization. (This realization is shown schematically in 
Fig. 13.) 
PROOF: Similar to Theorem 10. 
From the last theorem we can obtain some special cases. 
COROLLARY 6. For a reduced machine M, the three following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) the state of M is only a function of the last ]~ inputs and outputs; 
(ii) ink(I) = 0 in A~ ; 
(iii) Mk ( O ) = I in A~ . 
In the corresponding realization of this machine, the machine M2 of 
Fig. 13 has only one state and thus is a combinational circuit. 
IV. APPL ICAT IONS TO "DON'T  CARE"  CONDIT IONS 
Now we will consider how pair algebras may be applied to machines 
with "don't care" conditions. By "don't care" conditions, we mean that 
certain transitions or outputs of the machine may be left blank to be 
filled arbitrarily at the discretion of the designer. Observe that Defini- 
tion 15 generalizes to the "d.c." case in the same manner partition pairs 
wer e generalized in (Stearns and Hartmanis, 1961). More specifically: 
DEFINITION 20. The pair (~, ~') of set systems on the set of states of 
machine M = (S, I, O, k, 5) with "don't care" conditions is a weak 
system pair on M if and only if B in ~ implies that 
)~(a, B) = {s [ s = ~(a, t) for some t in B} ___ B' 
for some B' in ¢'. 
In (Stearns and Hartmanis, 1961) the generalization of partition 
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pairs was somewhat disappointing because the generalized pairs did 
not satisfy the sum law and was therefore not a pair algebra. This makes 
one pessimistic about such generalizations, but in the case under con- 
sideration here, there is a pleasant surprise. 
THEOREM 12. The set A' of all weak system pairs for a machine with 
"d.c." conditions is a pair algebra. 
Paoos: Very easy to verify. 
Thus we see that the weak system pairs are just as easy to handle as 
the system pairs. It is in fact easily seen that all the results given here 
apply equally well to the "d.c." case. The proofs carry over with the 
obvious rewording. Reduced ependence and cross decompositions may 
also be obtained in the same way. Therefore, these tools give insight 
into the "d.c." case at no extra cost. 
V. CONCLUSION 
The partition algebra is a very flexible concept and is actually more 
fundamental than the partition pair concept with which it was first in- 
troduced. To emphasize this, we have used this concept to produce asy 
solutions to a variety of problems. 
Several of these problems and relations appear in the literature, but 
with considerably more lengthy derivations. The authors also know of 
several other published solutions which can be simply stated and solved 
in terms of some appropriate pair algebra, but there is little to be gained 
by enumerating them. The main point is that pair algebras may have 
potential application to future problems. 
Therefore, ff the reader has some problem which he intuitively feels 
can be solved by looking ahead and observing how the "information" 
spreads, then he has a potential pair algebra application. We suggest 
that he step back and ask three questions: 
1. Can the "i~fformation" I am concerned with be ordered to form a 
lattice (of partitions, set systems, etc.)? 
2. Can the information "spread" or "flow" be described in terms of 
information pairs? 
3. Do these pairs satisfy the two conditions of a pair algebra? If 
these can be answered in the affirmative, then it is likely that a simple 
algebraic solution can be provided. 
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